August 5, 2015

Le Dîner en Blanc® is a cool idea which began over twenty-five years ago in Paris.
It's a classy elegant flash mob picnic for which you dress in all white, dine from white dinner plates placed on white tables
with white linen while seated on white chairs.
Waiting List Registration Opened Today Wednesday August 5, 2015.
Here is the link to register, http://boston.dinerenblanc.info/register
Le Dîner en Blanc® is much more than a simple picnic. It is a spontaneous movement that puts simple values such as
friendship, elegance, heritage, respect and secrecy... at the heart of the concept.
There are no commercial intents, political affiliation or charitable associations.
Today, over 60 cities around the world host their own Dîner en Blanc® events. Boston was chosen to host for a second
time because it's a wonderful metropolitan area rich in architecture and social history.
Here is a video which will give you an idea http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9D6Uv1Vcvus
This picnic has RULES! which helps make it more of a performance art piece than a casual backyard gathering.
RULES:
• You MUST dress in all WHITE
• You MUST bring everything SUCH AS:
1) WHITE table
2) WHITE CHAIR
3) WHITE BASKET/BAG to carry your food and drinks for sharing
4) WHITE PLATES (can NOT be PAPER nor PLASTIC)

5) SILVER UTENSILS
6) WHITE TABLE ACCESSORIES such as balloons, candles, etc.
• Originality and Creativity in your table setting is encouraged as long as it is stylish and tasteful.
You may NOT BRING ANY alcohol HOWEVER you may purchase wine or champagne online before SEPTEMBER 4th. All
orders will be picked up onsite that night.
Take out FOOD is permitted, but handmade food is better! You also may purchase food online before SEPTEMBER 4th.
All orders will be picked up onsite that night.
• This is an ADULT dinner- NO children are allowed. Please plan accordingly!
• There will a DJ to get us out of our seats to dance.
• WEATHER: The date will move IF pouring rain or worse, but the decision won't be made until the afternoon of
September 10th.
• PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION is HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
Parking will be at a premium which requires everyone's cooperation so the desired effect is achieved
BEFORE we leave we will pickup everything (including our garbage) and depart, leaving NO trace.
This secret affair promises an unforgettable evening of elegance, beauty, and magic as it takes over an iconic location for
food, fun, celebration, and dancing set against the Boston skyline!
Let me know if you have any questions!
You don't want to miss this experience!!!
... à la prochaine!!!

photo from Le Dîner en Blanc® 2012
http://www.meetup.com/BostonOnyxbirds/events/224435516/

http://www.bostonherald.com/entertainment/lifestyle/2015/08/social_studies_this_dinner_by_invite_only

August 10, 2015

http://bostoncommon-magazine.com/Calendar

http://www.thebostonfashionista.com/2015/08/Diner-en-Blanc-Boston.html

On September 10th, don't be alarmed if you see hordes of Bostonians dressed alike for the city's most
spontaneous flashmob-picnic hybrid. Having now taken place in 60 cities in more than 25 countries on
five continents, Dîner en Blanc is returning to Boston for a second pop-up event.
The worldwide phenomenon will lead 1,500 people dressed in all white to an undisclosed public location,
revealed only moments prior to the event. While tables, chairs, and picnic baskets create the perfect picnic
scene, DJs and one of Boston's best live bands bring the party to life. Following the celebration, guests
pack up their supplies and the picnic party disappears just as quickly as it appeared.
"Definitely there's exclusivity about it that I think is intriguing to people," event host Bryer Davis told
BostInno. "The list in a lot of cities has tens of thousands of people on the waiting list ... Once you attend,
you're considered a member and you can go to the one in your city every year, and so it's like this fun
annual event you get to do and as the years go on you can sponsor friends."
Going about getting an invitation is about networking more than anything. Those who have attended a
prior Dîner en Blanc are members and therefore invited. Then, friends of these members are invited.
Others hoping to take part and become members also have opportunities toward the end of registration.

"It's really about friendship and camaraderie because the whole concept of the event is that this is a group
of people who's so diverse and you could walk across the event through thousands of people and spot
somebody else you know, so it's multiple social circles within a city," added Davis.
Of course, the very specific nature of Dîner en Blanc plays a role in maintaining such a loyal
following. Evident worldwide, people have fully embraced the concept of dressing to the nines, while also
expressing themselves through table decor, since tables, chairs, and food are brought in by guests.
Simplifying the process this year, Boston's Dîner en Blanc has partnered with Gourmet Catering to offer
baskets that can be preordered or picked up on site for those who would rather not cook (or more likely,
would rather one less thing to haul around the city). If you don't opt for a basket, you'll be packing your
own dinner and wandering aimlessly with it for awhile. Outside alcohol is not permitted, so all alcohol has
to be ordered through their site.
"A goal is to really showcase Boston. There's so many beautiful settings, and Dîner en Blanc pops up in
these very iconic locations on a regular night and people are passing by and they see this really
extraordinary thing happening, and so to be able to bring that to Boston again is just kind of an honor."
So, if you've been waiting forever to spend about $45 to become a member of a prestigious picnic society,
this is your moment. Throw on a white outfit then trek around town with tables, chairs, food, and no clear
destination! The only additional steps are to do it again the next year and tell everyone you did.
For a chance to get in on the (selective) fun, register here by August 15!

http://bostinno.streetwise.co/2015/08/14/not-so-secret-party-diner-en-blanc-will-return-to-boston-in-september/

August 18, 2015

http://monpetitchouchou.squarespace.com/blog/2015/8/18/dressing-the-baby-bump-week-35-boston-weekly.html

Elegance. Timing. Intrigue.
These are some of the words that come to mind when people think of "Dîner en Blanc." What began as
an impromptu, flash mob-esque, all-white dinner in Paris 27 years ago, is now a world-renowned event,
hitting many of the major cities across the globe. Boston will be hosting its second American installment
of this dinner on September 10.
On a designated evening, a number of lucky guests show up at a designate meeting place at a specific time.
They are then escorted to an outdoor location which is kept a secret until the moment the meal begins.
This already sounds like a thrilling evening of intrigue, but add to the recipe the all-in-white theme, and
you have yourself one of the most picturesque group dinners of all time.

Participants of Dîner en Blanc are expected to uphold a tight modicum of tradition. All guests must
be clad entirely in white; they must bring a white table and white chairs. The beverage for the evening will
be champagne or white wine.
Hosts always have the interesting job of navigating each different city’s permitting laws and restrictions,
and Boston has a variety of its own to be sure. For this evening, guests may choose to bring their own
food, or pre-purchase a selection from a variety of picnic boxes. As far as beverages go, champagne and
white wine may also be pre-purchased on the Diner en Blanc website.
Despite everything being in white, the food is where guests can really get creative. Set up a vivacious
charcuterie board, or stay classy with different cheeses and white grapes; toss up a summer salad or
pre-heat an entire roast — the choice is entirely yours.
Whether you decide to pick up a picnic basket at the event or to bring your own spread, this evening is
sure to be one of the most memorable spectacles around. The RSVP list may be full already, but there is
always a chance to get in on the wait list. Check out their interactive website and get your name on the
list, if not for this year, than the next, as Dîner en Blanc is sure to return!

http://www.thedailymeal.com/eat/get-ready-boston-dinner-en-blanc-coming-september

Public registration is now open for Dîner en Blanc Boston. The secret pop-up picnic returns to Boston on
September 10th after a three-year hiatus since it premiered here in 2012. The location of the all-white
picnic is never revealed until the last moment—so attendees gather at a predetermined spot where they
are led by volunteers to the venue. The first Dîner en Blanc was hosted in Paris by Frenchman François
Pasquier in 1988. He returned home after time abroad and invited his friends to meet up for an elegant
picnic in a public park. So that they could find each other easily, he requested that they all dress in white.
Since then, Dîner en Blanc has gone international, with events on five continents in 80 major cities. The
Paris event has grown from a handful of friends to more than fifteen thousand.
Since diners must bring a folding table and chairs, along with their picnic, this means a bit of planning
and preparation is necessary. Read on for some tips and tricks to assembling the perfect portable feast
and wardrobe for Dîner en Blanc Boston.

Do a Dry Run!
Transporting everything can be a challenge, so a run through before the big night is recommended. For
my first Dîner en Blanc, I purchased a collapsible handcart and some bungie cords that I figured would
work well to transport my gear. After several failed attempts to load my picnic basket, tables and chairs, I
realized that my vision just wasn’t going to work. How was I going to get everything to the venue? It
turned out that a beach cart that I already owned was just the thing! I was able to store my picnic basket
on the bottom, in place of a cooler, and my folding chairs and table could be hung on the chair carrier in
lieu of sand chairs. This left the mesh basket free to hold table linens, napkins, a vase, LED candles, a
baguette, a white trash bag and other essentials. To the handle, I hooked my clear plastic umbrella (in
case of rain) and used a carabineer to secure my high heeled sandals until I had walked in my comfortable
shoes to our destination. The only drawback to the beach cart was its dark navy color. I used a white
sheet to wrap around most of it in attempt to dress it up for the evening. Christmas Tree Shop sells the
Nantucket Beach Buggy for under $40, and similar options are available from Amazon for a bit more
online.

My beach cart worked perfectly! As we gathered at our predetermined meeting spot—I saw couples
struggling to drag card tables and manhandle baskets and chairs. They would plod along uncomfortably
for ten or twelve paces, then put their items down to rest, before beginning the laborious process over
again. With my beach cart, I was able to transport everything myself with ease. I highly recommend
assembling all items in advance for a practice run carrying things with a guest to ensure they can be easily
transported to the venue.
Another important thing to consider is that transportation may include a ride on the T–which means
guests must have money or a Charlie Card on hand to pay for fares.
White Spray Paint is Your Friend
I spent weeks looking for a white picnic basket. They proved fairly difficult to find on a budget. I settled
on a natural wicker basket on clearance and spray painted it white and was happy with the results. That’s
one thing I won’t have to recreate this year! Metal folding chairs, tables, and shoes can also be spray
painted. Let’s face it, few men own a pair of white shoes. But if there is a worn out pair of loafers in the
back of the closet that can be sacrificed for the cause, a quick coat of white spray paint will do the trick for

an evening’s wearing (and they can be spruced up with a touch up coat next year!) I may try spray
painting my beach cart for this year.
Of course there are some less permanent solutions to dressing up tables and chairs. Standard issue beige
or black metal folding chairs can be disguised with a fabric slipcover—or simply cover them with white
sheets tied at the base with some white ribbon. The same goes for a non-white table. Last year my table
was a small, square, hunter-green patio table—I just made sure I had a long white table cloth that
completely covered it. I’ll suggest some places to source tables and chairs later on in this article.
Wine Service – Get it or Regret it!
Though some cities allow guests to bring their own wine—Boston is not among them. Wine service must
be pre-ordered through the Dîner en Blanc website. No monetary transactions are permitted at the event
itself. Be sure to order accordingly!
Guests should be sure to bring water and non-alcoholic drinks with the rest of their picnic items. My first
year I made lemonade and froze it in mason jars. By the time we had set up our table, my husband and I
were hot and sweaty and a slushy lemonade was just the thing to cool us off before wine service began.
And, don’t forget the after dinner coffee! We also brought a thermos of hot espresso to have with our
dessert course.
Be sure not to bring outside alcohol to this event. A security service will be working the event, along with
Boston Police Officers, both uniformed and in plain clothes. Not only will guests who violate the rules be
turned away, they may be banned from receiving an invitation to future events.
Packing your Picnic
Foods that taste good cold are best. But that doesn’t mean you have to settle for boring sandwiches.
Dîner en Blanc is touted as an epicurean feast, and it attracts a wide following of foodies. If you like
spending time in the kitchen, why not show off your skills? I made my husband a cold poached salmon
with a cucumber yogurt sauce and a simply dressed lobster salad for myself. We started off our meal with
a fresh mixed green salad dispensed from a mason jar—the dressing settles to the bottom, and can then be
shaken to dress the salad, before emptying the contents out onto your salad plate. Voila! You could
always do a hot soup course with the aid of a thermos.
We had an amazing fruit and cheese plate with grapes, apple slices, a variety of Spanish cheeses and
French brie and pate to share with our dining companions. For dessert I made a peach and cherry
crumble with real whipped cream.
If you’re not a gourmand and the thought of packing your own picnic doesn’t appeal to you, don’t worry–
there are catered baskets available on the Dîner en Blanc website. It’s important to note that the catered
meals do not include table settings or linens—just the food and a napkin. You’ll still need to bring all of
those items yourself.
All guests are expected to clean up after the event ends and remove all trash in a white (of course!) trash
bag—so make sure to remember to pack one with your picnic.
Table Décor
Setting an elegant table is encouraged for Dîner en Blanc. There are prizes awarded for best floral
centerpiece and table setting—rumor has it, this year’s winner will receive a cruise from event sponsor
Celebrity Cruises. I recommend packing some duct tape to secure your vase to the table so it won’t blow
over when the wind catches the flowers like a sail. Make sure your vase is weighted down so it’s not too
top heavy.

Disposable tableware is not allowed. I myself pack china service for two—but if you’re fearful of breaking
your good wedding china or Grandma’s heirloom dishes, you can usually find white plates at Home Goods
or Pier 1 Imports for a few dollars each. I wouldn’t recommend bringing stoneware as it is heavy to
transport and you’ll already be carrying enough with your table and chairs.
Open flames are not permitted at Boston’s event—so leave your real candles at home. Unless you want to
be dining in the dark, we recommend bringing some battery operated LED candles. There are some very
realistic ones available online and at local stores like Christmas Tree Shops and Target. You can dress
them up with pretty candlesticks or hurricane lamps.

All Dressed Up with Someplace to Go!
If you’ve ever wanted to buy a fascinator or a fancy hat, but never had a place wear it—now you do! Event
sponsor Goorin Bros. Hat Shop is hosting a cocktail event at their Newbury Street shop on Friday,
September 4th to celebrate their anniversary and show off hats suitable for Dîner en Blanc. The fourth
generation hatters will also be awarding a gift certificate to the Dîner en Blanc guest wearing the best
headgear.
If you’re a creative sort, there are how-to videos on YouTube that will instruct you in making fascinators,
or you can buy them on Etsy. I had a simple lace and feather fascinator made to order by Nina Wozniak at
https://www.etsy.com/shop/NinaCancerSurvivor and it’s just beautiful.
The more elegant the attire, the better—so here is a chance to dress to the nines. Clothing must be all
white from tip to toe—colored footwear is not allowed. While guests may wish to wear flip-flops or athletic
shoes for comfort while walking to the destination, they are expected to change into white shoes upon
arrival at Dîner en Blanc.
With Labor Day fast approaching, white clothing and accessories can be found on the clearance rack in
most New England department stores. Why not grab that bracelet and those cheap white sunglasses? If
you are a man in need of inexpensive white footwear, Walmart carries comfortable white slip on shoes—
that’s what my husband will be wearing since he didn’t want to invest in a pair of costly white shoes he
won’t wear anywhere else.
Men do not need to wear a suit, but shorts and tee-shirts are discouraged. A collared shirt, whether it be a
long sleeved button down or a short sleeved polo shirt work well, as does a summer weight sweater that
could be thrown over the shoulders after the sun goes down.
Off white, cream and ivory are a definite no-no. D.E.B International is explicit in its rules that all guests
be dressed in white. For those who aren’t keen on rules, this might not be the event for you. This is a
night for following etiquette and exhibiting courtly manners, and for following the rules. For their efforts,

prizes will be awarded to the best dressed lady and gentleman. Do not forget to pack a white or clear
umbrella for you and your guest in the case of inclement weather—Dîner en Blanc is held rain or shine.
A Table for Fifty
Guests and their plus one are grouped in rows of 25 tables assigned to a volunteer pedestrian leader
responsible for getting them from a pre-disclosed meet up location to the secret location of the picnic. The
pedestrian leader will help organize the set-up of the group’s tables in their pre-assigned location. Unless
friends are registered with the same group and pedestrian leader, they won’t be seated together. Last year
the only other couples we knew were seated in a different location, but we had a great time with the new
friends we made at the event. Dîner en Blanc has a web portal for all members, and it allows them the
opportunity to message one another and get to know each other in advance of the event. We were able to
visit with our other friends on the dance floor and visited one another’s tables for photographs and to
admire their beautiful tablescapes.
Attendance is for a guest and a plus one—so bring a significant other, a friend or family member over the
age of 21. It would make for a memorable evening for a blind date! Imagine the impression you would
make? (Let’s not the think of the pressure you would face topping it for a second date!) I made it a
mystery date for my husband in 2012—I didn’t tell him where we were going (I didn’t know myself!) or
what we were doing. I showed up at his office in late afternoon with a new pair of white trousers, shirt,
shoes and an ill-fitting hat and told him to change. It wasn’t until we reached our meeting location that he
understood the concept of the evening—and even then we didn’t’ know what the final location would be.
Guests have to bring their own tables, chairs, table linens, china, glassware and utensils, in addition to
their food and non-alcoholic beverages. There are table specifications: they must be square and between
28” and 32” in dimension. This rules out card tables, which are too big, and also unwieldly to carry.
Because the site location is mapped out in advance with rows carefully measured, tables that are too big
will result in crowding. In some cities, tables and chairs can be rented, but most rental companies do not
have an inventory of square tables meeting the necessary dimensions.
There are many places where one can buy a portable folding or role top table suitable for Dîner en Blanc.
REI and Dick’s Sporting Goods carry a rolltop table and folding frame that fits in a narrow shoulder bag.
They can also be found on Amazon or through other camping supply stores. Ikea is also a great source for
white folding chairs and tables.
Pinspiration
For inspiration for clothing, recipes, tables or décor—the Pinterest app offers a wealth of ingenious ideas.
Simply search for Dîner en Blanc to find hundreds of boards with the research already done! There are
many beautiful pictures of previous events in cities around the world that will make you eager to
participate in Dîner en Blanc Boston. My personal board can be found at
https://www.pinterest.com/aprildawne/diner-en-blanc/.
For more information, visit www.dinerenblanc.com.
Boston’s last Dîner en Blanc was held outside the Moakley Federal Courthouse along the Harbor Walk at
the west end Fan Pier. From the site, guests had a stunning view of Boston Harbor and the downtown
skyline. Where do you think the September 10th event will be held? Post your guess in the comments!

http://www.outlandishgatherings.com/diner-en-blanc-boston-tricks-and-tips-for-a-memorable-evening/

Because I couldn’t decide I went for two looks – my original satin brass and white direction (with gold
antlers!) and then another slightly more formal direct with an amazing set of dishes rimmed with the
most delicate silver detailing. Below is the silver ‘look’. I got Meggin from the Singing Flower to lend
her expertise with all things floral, which really pulls it all together and lends that finishing touch.

I do love the silver, but the gold antlers really gets me. I mean seriously – check them out! I paired
that with a clean, minimal satin brass place setting from West Elm. I hope this provides inspiration for
all the lucky people going to the Diner en Blanc!

Sourcing: The wine that goes perfectly with the table is from Seventy Five Wine Company.
The ‘Antler table’: antlers and glassware from Artefact Home & Garden, gold silverware from West
Elm, flowers from The Singing Flower.
The ‘Silver table’: candle holders, glassware and dishes from Artefact Home & Garden, silverware
from Napa Home & Garden, flowers from The Singing Flower. The other items are from my own stash.

http://www.eatsleepbreatheinteriordesign.com/products/styling-a-table-for-diner-en-blanc/

Inspiration for Dîner en Blanc Boston, by Kristina Crestin Design, The Singing Flower & Artefact Home and Garden

Brass Clothing A-Line Dress

Artefact Home & Garden, The Seventy Five Wine Company

Daniela Corte Opening Dress

Kristina Crestin Design, The Singing Flower

Clark's wedges via ShoeBuy.com

The Singing Flower, Kristina Crestin Design

Daniela Corte Opening Dress

If you're even a little bit like me, you're pretty excited for Boston's upcoming Le Dîner en Blanc - the secret
"chic picnic" that will pop up somewhere in the city on September 10th. And you're probably asking yourself
the same questions I'm asking: What on earth am I going to wear? And How am I going to decorate my popup table? I rang a couple of my favorite local designers and decorators for some inspiration!
First, the outfits: I love sophisticated pieces, but I also want something comfortable (I will be carrying a picnic,
table and chairs, after all!) and that will allow me to indulge (meaning, skin-tight is off the table). This elegant
grecian-style dress by Daniela Corte is light, flowy and irresistibly romantic. The simple (and surprisingly
affordable) a-line dress from Brass Clothing is somehow both tailored and relaxed, and the pockets add an
element of mod. Stilettos can certainly be problematic in a field of grass; wedges, like these from Clark's via
ShoeBuy.com, allow for easy strolling - and dancing!
For table decor, I want something both gilded and floral, and easy to carry! Kristina Crestin, of Kristina Crestin
Design, pulled together two easy table looks: one with tall glass candle holders (sans candles) and one with gold
antlers, complemented by some easy arrangements from The Singing Flower. I love how the flowers spill out
onto the table - somehow looking fancy, but un-fussy.
What are your decor and dress ideas for Le Dîner en Blanc - or any elegant picnic?

Inspiration for Dîner en Blanc Boston

The Singing Flower

The Seventy Five Wine Company

Clark's wedges via ShoeBuy.com, Daniela Corte dress, The Seventy Five Wine Company

Kristina Crestin Design

A LINE DRESS: Brass Clothing (c/o, learn more about Brass here), GRECIAN STYLE DRESS: Opening Dress on loan from Daniela Corte, TABLE
DESIGN: Kristina Crestin Design, FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS: The Singing Flower, WEDGES: Clark's via ShoeBuy.com, WINE: The Seventy Five
Wine Company (c/o), ANTLERS, GLASSWARE, DISHES, CANDLE HOLDERS: Artefact Home & Garden, FLATWARE: West Elm
http://www.thebostonfashionista.com/2015/09/Diner-en-Blanc-Boston-TBF.html

http://hauteliving.com/2015/09/haute-happenings-this-week-in-boston/585228/

September 10, 2015
6:00 p.m.
WBZ 1030 radio interview with Bryer Davis

September 10, 2015
11:00 p.m.
Interview with Bryer Davis and guests;
scenes from Diner en Blanc

http://www.metro.us/boston/photos-diner-en-blanc-takes-over-city-hall-plaza/zsJoik---T6BqtPJOBjw8A/

http://www.analisamendmentblog.com/diner-en-blanc-boston/

(Online Version)

By Mark Shanahan Globe Staff September 13, 2015
No, that wasn’t a revival meeting at City Hall Plaza the other night. It was Diner en Blanc, a pop-up picnic
attended by 1,400 people, all of them dressed in white. Begun in Paris 25 years ago, Diner en Blanc has
become something of a phenomenon around the world. The way it works is this: Guests sign up online
and then wait to be told where and when to show up with a table, chairs, and picnic basket. Attendees met
in locations around the city and then descended en masse on to City Hall. The massive outdoor dinner
was equal parts art installation and elegant party. As is the custom with Diner en Blanc, the evening began
with guests waving their white napkins. Entertainment was provided by the White Heat Swing Orchestra
and DJ Nixx, who had folks dancing well into the night.

Jennifer Maniates (center left) and Michelle Wilson joined in swinging their napkins.

Ina Zilber (left) and Dmitry Erkin of Needham danced.

Rhodi Chambliss toasted a friend.

Borsin cheese mix and crackers, as served by Jessyka Mastic.

Bill Kirtley of Cambridge carried a table to the picnic.

Mo Lotman of Boston put on a mask.

Lotman (right) shared a meal with Beth Boucher of Brookline.

https://www.bostonglobe.com/lifestyle/names/2015/09/12/white-out-conditions-city-hall-plaza-for-dinerblanc/nrrBmPq3diDrgbMbXQqYQI/story.html

September 15, 2015

http://www.sociallysuperlative.com/2015/09/15/le-diner-en-blanc-boston/

(Online Version)

Rhodi Chambliss toasts with Stephane Lamour.

By Michael Floreak Globe Correspondent September 15, 2015
The 1,500 guests invited to Diner en Blanc Boston were easy to spot in their head-to-toe white outfits and
carts loaded with folding tables, chairs, and coolers of food. At 6 p.m. groups that had gathered an hour
earlier at meeting points in Boston and Cambridge converged flash-mob-style on an outdoor location
revealed just before the event began, to share an experience where fashion, food, and socializing take
equal billing.
Last Thursday’s white dinner, like those in 65 other places, was inspired by the original Diner en Blanc
held 27 years ago by a handful of friends in Paris. Rules for the evening are many and specific. Diner en
Blanc guests are required to appear in all white and bring everything they need to sit down and dine
(folding tables of a specific size, white chairs, white napkins, white tablecloths, and white decorations).
Guests can also purchase a dinner for delivery on-site.
Threatening skies brought a bit of gray and prompted a last-minute change of venue. Originally scheduled
for the open-air plaza at Boston City Hall, the event moved to a protected courtyard. When guests
purchased their $45 tickets, they promised to attend rain or shine — and carry only white or clear
umbrellas if needed.
For attendees Molly Hayes of Charlestown and Kate Hadden of South Boston, who secured tickets from
the wait list, canceling was never an option. Says Hayes, “They kind of give you harsh language” about not
showing up. A group assembled under white balloons on Merchants Row to await announcement of their
final destination speculated that the first few raindrops of the evening could to turn the stylish event into
one giant wet T-shirt contest.

Muscles made by Christa Gumbs.

With no downpours in sight, groups decked out in white high heels, bright white sneakers, white sailor
hats, strings of white pearls, strapless evening dresses, and everything in between began making their way
past rubber-necking commuters. “Is that a graduation?” asked one passerby.
According to the official Diner en Blanc website, the idea is to have thousands of people create a public
spectacle as at an outdoor picnic that displays “the greatest decorum, elegance, and etiquette.” This year,
more than 10,000 guests attended the Diner en Blanc in Paris.
Boston first hosted a small event on Fan Pier in 2012. This year’s larger dinner came about when event
planner Bryer Davis, who also planned dinners in Washington, D.C., and Charleston, S.C., signed on as
volunteer co-host. She was responsible for working with the city to secure a location, gather permits, and
then coordinate the group of 40-plus volunteers who handle social media and logistics, such as leading
groups to the site.
For some attendees, the evening is a celebration of fashion or food. For others, like Eileen Hall of Boston,
“It’s a great adventure to meet people, socialize, and interact.” After discovering the event on Facebook,
she sought two invitations, one for her mother, Maria Contreras, who was visiting from the Dominican
Republic. Hall brought watermelon gazpacho, seared scallops, jicama salad, and tiramisu. They ended up
sharing it with neighboring diners, including Jessyka Mastic of New London, Conn., who came with a
friend for what she described as a “bucket list” experience.

Roasted chicken, shrimp salad, and tomato bisque from Belinda Jaundoo and Edwinna Wynn.

Table decor is also a big part of the evening. Arrangements of white hydrangeas, strings of lights, crystal
wine glasses, and candles decorated many tables. A few groups suspended chandeliers over their tables.
Mastic’s approach to decoration was more improvisational. Having lost her flowers somewhere along the
line, her table was decorated with a photo of a flickering candle on her smartphone.
By 7:45 p.m., when dinner ended with diners waving battery-operated sparklers, the evening took a more
improvisational turn. Some attendees danced on lower levels of the courtyard to the White Heat String
Orchestra and DJ Nixx. A couple dozen others joined an impromptu dance lesson from Salsa Matei, which
was part of the Emerge arts festival happening nearby.
Although she started her evening on the Orange Line loaded with gear for a trip best described as
“painstaking,” Hall pronounced the event a success. “Even on a cloudy night, it just feels right. This gives
you permission to let your hair down, just be in the moment, and let it be.”

https://www.bostonglobe.com/lifestyle/food-dining/2015/09/15/diner-blanc-boston-draws-dressedwhite/UlcxRNhBL059pfFZGM4I9N/story.html

Last Thursday evening – despite the rain, the endless stairs, rush hour, a surly MBTA officer – I arrived at
Boston’s City Plaza with my date toting a picnic basket and table and chairs for another Diner en Blanc
Boston, a pop-up secret dinner party with 1,000 other people dressed all in white.
The last time Diner en Blanc was held in Boston (2012) it felt magical and elegant with its carefully
orchestrated, orderly procession. This year’s event definitely delivered its visual spectacle but the brutal
modernism of City Hall, rainy streets, and having to set up our table on a ramp that tilted slightly
downhill – and this after being temporarily kicked off the T for trying to board with “furniture” –
reminded me that Boston, despite its European roots and architecture, is still the hardscrabble place of
rebels, poor urban planning, and rabid sports fans.
But we looked great, anyway.

It was also somewhat comforting knowing that lots of other people were also making the effort to
participate in what can only be called a bit of foodie theatre.
If I ever get organized enough, or figure out how to transport stuff more easily, I may try to create one of
the fabulous centerpieces you see at Diner en Blanc. This year, for simplicity’s sake, and trying to assuage
any additional anxiety heightened by my hourly checking of the weather forecast, I settled for a single
white rose in a bud vase.
I also kept my focus on the food. The evening lasts until 10 p.m. and although there was a salsa band
giving dance lessons and a house DJ keeping things hopping my feeling is, stretch out the meal as long as
you can, European style.
So we had six courses this year:
French bread, olive oil, and olives
Shrimp cocktail
Homemade gazpacho
Brie, chevrotin from Seal Cove Farm, and green grapes
Grilled rosemary chicken (thank you, Whole Foods) and Moroccan couscous salad
Creme brûlée and white chocolate squares
My date, dressed in a white linen suit and white fedora, looked dashing – and still somehow managed to
cart my overstuffed bag and picnic basket with cheerfulness. Not once did he say anything about the
Patriot’s season opener happening at that exact moment. Sitting across the table from him boosted my
spirits despite the damp evening. By the time we arrived at dessert, having finally settled the hunger pains
and rested the weary limbs for bit, things were looking up!
After emptying the picnic basket we felt fortified enough to stand up and stroll around. That’s when we
realized, despite it all, this was fun. Because that’s life, right? It may have been crazy and chaotic, but we’ll
be telling stories about it for years to come.
Creme brûlée for two
From Food.com
1 cup heavy cream
1⁄4 cup sugar, plus
1 tablespoon heavy cream
2 egg yolks
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1. Preheat oven to 300 degrees F.
2. Heat heavy cream and 1/4 cup sugar over high heat until little bubbles form around the edges. Remove
from heat.
3. Whisk egg yolks and vanilla in a bowl, then add a tiny bit of cream mixture while whisking.
4. Continue adding cream mixture bit by bit until gone. You don’t want to add the hot cream mixture all at
once because it’ll cook the yolks.
5. Pour into two creme brûlée ramekins.
6. Place ramekins in a baking dish with edges taller than the ramekins.

7. Carefully pour enough water into the baking dish to halfway cover the sides of the ramekins. Be sure not
to get water in the ramekins.
8. Bake for 40 minutes.
9. Carefully remove from oven and let cool.
10. Remove ramekins from baking dish, cover with clear wrap, and refrigerate for at least 3-4 hours.
11. When ready to serve, sprinkle 1/2 tablespoon of sugar evenly over each ramekin, and torch in slow,
steady circles until sugar caramelizes. (I don’t own a kitchen torch so I skipped this step, which meant
ours were more like regular custard, but still deliciously creamy.)

http://www.csmonitor.com/The-Culture/Food/Stir-It-Up/2015/0917/Creme-brulee-for-two

Recently I had the pleasure of attending the prestigious Diner en Blanc, a pop-up, invite-only dinner
where thousands of people dressed all in white come to a secret location and set up a lavish picnic. They
eat, laugh, and dance to live music and a DJ, and then disappear like it never happened. This year’s dinner
was at City Hall.

When I first hear about the event I was very skeptical. It seemed crazy to ask so many people to lug tables,
chairs, and a picnic all over Boston only to inform them of the location minutes before the party started.
Some of the race and class undertones about the history of the event also made me feel a little uneasy. But
once I got there, it was truly an incredible experience.

People created elaborate tablescapes with lights, flowers, and fine china. The whole thing felt like a posh
wedding. From what I could see a lot of the picnics looked delicious as well. You do have the option to rent
tables, picnics, and wine if you’re not as handy as some of the other guests.

The dress code was strictly all white and, surprise, I had no white in my closet. As you guys have
witnessed, I prefer dark neutrals. Most of the white outfits were gone from stores now that summer’s over
so I fashioned an oversized white button down into a makeshift dress.

Despite the drizzle outside, people went all out with their outfits. Some people wore fascinators, others
wore masks, I even saw a few wedding dresses.

Here I am with Elissa from Style Wire.

Despite my initial hesitations, I’d love to participate in Diner en Blanc again next year. There was such a
positive, communal spirit about the event that was really amazing to see.
Photos by Jamie Ditaranto.
http://trendsandtolstoy.com/2015/09/25/diner-en-blanc/

It was very clear that I was ultra excited about Le Dîner en Blanc Boston 2015, but as the morning of the big day arrived, I
felt some trepidation. A huge rainstorm was expected that evening - not ideal for carrying a picnic, tables and chairs to a
secret location - all while dressed in white. Fortunately, the Dinner Party Gods were with us. The geniuses behind DeB's
secret location were thinking ahead, and surprised us all by setting up the night's festivities underneath City Hall! And
magically, all worries were extinguished.
I can't tell you how beautiful it was to see hundreds (thousands?) of strangers come together for a night of dinner, dancing
and general revelry, all while an (often not appreciated) Boston landmark protected us from the rain. Some of the table
displays were simply fantastic - I found even more inspiration to start planning for next year!

Photo credit: Vita Images.

http://www.thebostonfashionista.com/2015/10/Diner-en-Blanc-Boston-2015.html

